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A look into the list ofthe literature devoted to the subject studied in the submitted PhD
Thesis shows that diffusion of phospholipids in biological membranes have recently
been in the center of attention of many scientific groups. The main goal of the present
work was to contribute to solving of the fundamental problems related to supported
phospholipid bilayers using the novel method ofZ-scan fluorescence spectroscopy with
pulsed infrared excitation, which ensures the obtaining ofhigh quality results.

Very important feature of this work, from my point of view, is the simultaneous
investigations of the lateral diffusion in GUVs as well as in SPBs in the identical
experimental environment. This permits to get reliable data about the differences
between lateral diffusion in the both systems.

There are also very interesting results ofthe transbilayer movement across SPBs based
on the fluorescence lifetime tuning by light adsorbing surface of indium-tin oxide. The
method used in the experiments has great potential possibilities for such kind of
investigations due to its extremely strong sensitivity to the distance between the
molecules and adsorbing surface. This unique peculiarity allows estimation of the
molecule positions with great accuracy in the nanometer range

I found the main results correct, new and interesting. The thesis is written clearly and
easily understandable. I think that the results will be surely of considerable interest to
scientists working in the field of phospholipid bilayers. Summarizing the above facts, I
conclude that the submitted work fulfi1ls the requirements for the PhD Thesis and
recommend to issue the degree of PhD to Anna Kulakowska. Below is the list of the
minor remarks and questions for Thesis defense.

Questions:

1. InEqs.2.1 cisthe surface concentration of fluorescent molecules. Howitcanbe
measured? It should be noted that the bulk and surface concenffations could
differ considerably. Ifthey assumed equal, it can lead to great errors.

2. Really the account of the lateral interactions between the fluorescent molecules
and surrounding lipids is rather complex. There are in general repulsive and
attractive interactions, which influence diffusion in the opposite ways. The
repulsive interactions increase, accelerate molecule migration but attractive
interactions inhibit, suppress the migration. In the case of complex molecules the
different parts of the molecular chain can interact with surrounding in different



manner that camot be estimated using simple intuitive considerations like weak
or small barriers or interactions.

Minor remnrks:

1. The dependencies plotted in some figures (4.2,4.3) will be better seen if use the
Iogarithmic scale. In this case they should be straight lines

2. The Thesis is mainly the doubled list of paper texts. The volume can be halved
without any loss of information. Everything is repeated literally word by word.
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